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Market analysis and business intelligence for the space community

UK spaceport can deliver good
service with low launch costs
nalysis by Frost & Sullivan,
commissioned by the
UKSA to assess the potential UK market share for dedicated launch services, supports
the Government’s conclusion
that there is an opportunity to
invest in spaceports for the small
satellite launch services market.
Frost & Sullivan estimates
that the total UKSA addressable
small satellite launch market for
2021–2030 is $5.5 billion. This
is against a global high scenario
of $115.9 billion over the same
period, including large planned
constellations such as SpaceX,
which are unlikely to be
addressed by the UK space
launch capability.
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The current high estimate for
the number of small satellites
launched during the forecast period 2018–2030 is 17,374, with
more than 70% of the satellites
in the <250kg weight class.
More than 30 small-satellite
operators plan to launch their
low earth orbit satellite constellation, amounting to a total of
7,217 satellites. These satellites
have two to five years of satellite
life and will generate recurring
demand for the replacement missions.
The existing rideshare capacity, with 5% annual growth, is
capable of meeting less than
35% of the total small satellite
launch demand. Although the

market has high entry barriers,
more than 40 small satellite
launch vehicles are under development and plan to address future small-satellite demand
through dedicated services. To
this extent, Frost & Sullivan concludes that the market can be
competitive, albeit between a
small number of providers.
The two major unmet needs
of the small satellite operators
are the launch orbit requirement
and near-zero launch wait period.
The existing rideshare launch
services do not address these
requirements as small satellites
are the secondary payload for
their mission.
l Full report page 6

Partnership strategy can deliver
on vision of prosperity from space
he UK space community
has created a strategy to
capitalise on the opportunities presented by rapidly maturing technologies, arguing that
the opportunities for the UK
space sector and the entire economy are vast.
The sector has independently
assessed the emerging market
opportunities open to the UK –
potentially worth in excess of
£75bn – that will enable us to
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grow our national share of a
worldwide space market predicted to be worth £400bn by 2030.
This value will be driven by
investing in science and engineering technology – areas
where the UK space sector
and/or the UK’s wider technology
base is already strong. We must
do this as a partnership – between industry, universities and
Government, to harness the
strengths in each. Given this, and
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UK space industry
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40%

of all small satellites
currently in orbit were
built in the UK
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the achievements to date, the
sector’s target, within the IGS
vision, of capturing 10% of the
future global market by 2030 is
ambitious, but credible.
Plans have been laid out to
create a National Space Programme, create the right environment for sucess, invest in
people and places, and continue
to drive growth from investments
in the likes of ESA programmes.
l Full report page 10
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Industry news

AMRC to support
UK space ambitions
T

he University of
Shefﬁeld’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC), which already
works closely with space and
communication pioneers such
as BAE Systems, Boeing and
Airbus, has drawn together a
team of high-tech engineers
who will drive improvements in
the UK manufacturing base
which is critical to the success
of the government’s space age
mission.
The unique feature of the
initiative is the way it will
facilitate collaboration across
not only the whole of the AMRC
including the Nuclear AMRC,
but also the University of
Shefﬁeld.
John Baragwanath OBE,
executive director of the AMRC,
said: “This will give Government,
and our partners, access to an
unrivalled range of expertise
and technology to accelerate
the creation of a manufacturing
base that can sustain and
support successful space
missions, including satellite
technologies that will be critical

to the growth of digitally
connected industries and
communities here in the UK.
“We share the vision of
exploring space, but our work
will have real beneﬁt here on
Earth.”
The launch of AMRC/Space
follows the Government’s
announcement of UK space
ports in Scotland and Cornwall
to meet commercial vertical
and horizontal launch demand
estimated to be worth a
potential £3.8 billion to the UK
economy over the next decade.
Mr Baragwanath said: “It is
intended that the new space-

ports will attract rocket
manufacturers and their supply
chains to the UK, and the
development of home-grown
manufacturing companies,
taking advantage of the UK’s
geographical position which
offers opportunities to reach
orbits used by the majority of
small satellites.
“However, it is now well
proven in other advanced
manufacturing sectors that
inward investors are
increasingly looking to
countries that can provide an
advanced level of applied
research.”

UK-France s
delivers dev
device built in the UK
by Honeywell, which
will form a vital part of
the mission to make the ﬁrst
global survey of the world’s
surface waters and oceans,
has been delivered to Thales
Alenia Space in France.
The Surface Water and
Ocean Topography (SWOT)
mission is led by CNES and
NASA with support from the
UK Space Agency and the
Canadian Space Agency. The
UK Space Agency and CNES
signed a joint statement in
January 2018 during the UKFrance Summit in Sandhurst
to step up
cooperation

A

Spacebit brings EOS Blockchain to the GSEF
he Global Space
Economic Forum 2018
(GSEF) organised and
run by European Space
Agency (ESA) included
keynotes from Spacebit
founder Pavlo Tanasyuk,
who talked about the
applications of blockchain
technology for space
missions and explored the ideas
behind space asset tokenisation.
The conference took place at
the European Space Research
and Technology Centre (ESTEC)
in Noordwijk, the largest ESA
centre. The conference was
opened by the ESA Director
General, who addressed the
forum and provided an overview
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of ESA’s activities. Among the
topics discussed were publicprivate partnerships to increase
access to space and crosscultural initiatives to develop
enabling technologies that can
lead to the creation of a truly

international space agency. This
is the ﬁrst time that blockchain
technology, as a topic, was
discussed at GESF.
Pavlo Tanasyuk’s presentation, “Democratising Outer
Space – The Impact of
Blockchain Technology on
Future Space Missions”
brought a substantial interest
among space industry leaders,
as the applications and need for
blockchain technology is
becoming realised. This is
already the case for NASA,
which is developing blockchain
applications for space.
Spacebit has recently
conﬁrmed that the LinkX
decentralised ground station

scheduling system – developed
in collaboration with Goonhilly –
is now in beta testing on the
EOSIO platform.
Mr Tanasyuk noted:
“Orbit:Linx is the ﬁrst space
communications platform which
leverages the capabilities of
blockchain technology, and has
been developed as a cloudnative, container-based product
from the ground up. We have
chosen EOSIO for its ﬂexibility
and scalability, and expect it to
continue growing as a leading
blockchain architecture. It will
democratise access to space
data and make space
communications more
accessible.”
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space agreement
vice to ocean satellite
in space, building on 2014’s
Brize-Norton framework
arrangement.
The SWOT satellite will use
radar technology to measure
the features of oceans,
coastlines, rivers and lakes
across the globe to improve
understanding of climate
changes over time and their
impact on farming, industry
and human populations.
The UK-built device, known
as a duplexer, is a vital
component that routes radar
signals around the
satellite and

can transmit at a power of
1,500W – a level never before
seen in this kind of device.
It will now be integrated
into a Radio-Frequency Unit
by Thales Alenia Space before
NASA engineers add it to their
KaRin instrument developed
at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in California.
The satellite is due to launch
2021.
The UK and France are also
teaming up on the MicroCarb
programme to monitor and
map sources and sinks of
carbon gases, as well as
supporting the implementation of a Space Climate
Observatory.

Artist's rendering of the Surface Water and Ocean Topography
(SWOT) spacecraft. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

UK and Australia enter
into space agreement
he United Kingdom and
Australia will co-operate
on activities including
communications technologies,
space situational awareness and
satellite navigation, Science
Minister Sam Gyimah has
announced.
The Memorandum of
Understanding, signed at the
International Astronautical
Congress in Bremen, Germany,
provides a framework for
collaborative activities and the
exchange of information,
technology and personnel
between both nations.
Mr Gyimah said: “This
agreement is a great example of
the importance of international
collaboration and how, through
our modern Industrial Strategy,
we are working with our growing
space sector to ensure it
continues to thrive.”
Hon Karen Andrews MP,
Australian Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology said:
“Forging international
partnerships is vital to building
Australia’s space industry and
ensuring our businesses can
compete on the world stage.
“These agreements with
counterpart space agencies in
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Canada and the UK will increase
opportunities to work together
and share information,
technology and personnel
between our nations.”
The agreement was signed
between the UK Space Agency
and the Australian Space
Agency. Dr Megan Clark AC,
head of the Australian Space
Agency, said: “The UK and
Australia are both committed to
growing their space industries
and we welcome new
cooperation in space including
CSIRO’s partnership with Surrey
Satellite on the NovaSar earth
observation satellite and Airbus
and UK Ministry of Defence on
the Zephyr.”
This MoU builds on
cooperation in space between
the two countries in the areas of
space science, technology and
applications, space policy, law
and regulation and human
capital development.

Brexit withdrawal agreement delay risks
greater damage to confidence, warns ADS
he UK’s aerospace,
defence, security and
space industries will be
increasingly concerned by
delays in achieving a withdrawal
agreement to govern the UK’s
exit from the European Union.
Responding to this week’s
European Council, ADS chief
executive Paul Everitt said:
“Securing a withdrawal
agreement and a transition
period remains the highest
priority for our industries.
“Further delay and
uncertainty increases the
damage to our economy, with
investments on hold and

T
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contingency measures being
implemented. The
competitiveness of European
industry is being impacted and
future opportunities
undermined.
“A disorderly Brexit is the
worst possible outcome and
I urge the EU and UK negotiators
to show the ﬂexibility, agility and
pragmatism required to achieve
a timely and successful
outcome. Time is running out.”
The National Space Centre,
not normally one to get involved
in politics, has offered its own
thoughts on the post-Brexit
picture. The UK will continue to

be a part of the ESA after Brexit,
and indeed after the referendum
committed more than €1.4bn to
ESA space missions over ﬁve
years.
“The next meeting to agree
ESA missions and funding will be
in late 2019, and the UK intends
to stay involved,” said
communications manager
Dr Tamela Maciel. “But we don’t
yet know what kind of trade
barriers will be place between
the UK and Europe after Brexit,
and how easy it will be to move
people and spacecraft across
the UK border. If the UK is to
remain a desirable place to build

and operate spacecraft after
Brexit, it needs to make sure
that space hardware and people
can still move easily across its
borders.”
There’s also the question of
funding for space research,
much of which currently comes
from EU research grants such as
Horizon 2020.
Dr Maciel commented: “At
the moment, it’s unclear
whether British researchers will
be eligible for these grants after
Brexit , or if the UK government
will provide extra funding for
space research after it leaves
the EU.
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Modern regulation will support
the UK’s growing space sector
T
W

he UK Space Agency is
adapting aspects of its
regulatory framework to
meet the regulatory challenges
of the space sector now and in
the future. It has launched a new
trafﬁc light system to make the
licensing process smoother for
satellite operators.
With rapid changes to space
technology there are exciting
opportunities, with potentially
signiﬁcant beneﬁts for the UK,
as well as new types of risks that
need to be managed. The trafﬁc
light system is a new preapplication licensing process for
satellite operators. It gives
prospective applicants an early
indication of how likely it is that
their mission would be granted a
UK licence. Depending on the
mission, it may also result in a
tailored, more streamlined
application process.
This approach will be offered
to all prospective licence
applicants and is expected to be
particularly helpful to new
entrants to the UK space sector.
The trafﬁc light approach has
already been piloted with a
selection of satellite operators
who have welcomed the new
system.

Third party liability
The UK Space Agency is also
introducing a new ‘sliding scale’
policy for the in-orbit third-party
liability insurance requirements
it places on operators. This will
help the Agency respond to the
increasing variety of space risks
in its consideration of licence
applications. For missions such
as a low risk satellite deployed
from or operating below the
International Space Station the

THE TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM EXPLAINED

e have seen huge technology developments in the last few years. Innovative
technology, however, can often be
difﬁcult to regulate. It does not ﬁt into traditional
models of regulation and brings new types of risks
and challenges to regulators.
But such technology can also lead to huge
commercial and social beneﬁts and keep the UK
ahead of its international competitors. Joanne
Wheeler, director at Wealden, says: “Responding
to industry suggestions, the UKSA is adapting
aspects of its regulatory framework through its
new trafﬁc light system for licences.
“The new system, which has already been
piloted, is a pre-application process for satellite
operators. It offers prospective applicants an early
and quick indication of the likelihood that their
mission could be licensed by providing a red,
amber or green rating and advice on what modiﬁcations would be required to obtain a licence.”
l Green – low-risk: likely that the application will
be successful
l Amber – more information is needed for the
UKSA to understand the risks, or
modiﬁcations are required
l Red – the mission is deemed to be too highrisk to be licensed

requirement for the operator to
hold in-orbit third party liability
insurance may be reduced or
waived. On the other hand, it is
likely that an operator planning a
higher-risk mission would need
to hold a greater level of
insurance than that required for
standard missions.
This ﬂexibility will help
ensure that the Agency’s
licensing conditions can adapt
to future innovations in a way
that is proportionate and
responsive. This new approach
should also make it easier for
operators to procure insurance
for large constellations of

satellites that could be used for
applications such as providing
internet access to remote
locations across the world.
Chief executive of the UK
Space Agency, Dr Graham
Turnock said: “We’re committed
to ensuring the UK thrives in the
commercial space age as part of
the Government’s Industrial
Strategy. That means having
modern regulation that keeps us
all safe while recognising the
fundamental shifts in
technology that have seen the
cost and size of satellites
plummet and their use increase.
From mega constellations to

satellite launches from UK soil,
there are signiﬁcant
opportunities for future growth
and jobs in the UK space sector.”
The announcement was
made during the International
Astronautical Congress in
Bremen, Germany. Mr Turnock
addressed the conference about
the UK’s plans to thrive in the
commercial space age over the
next decade by developing
national launch capabilities and
supporting the growth of
satellite applications, while
continuing to play a leading
role as a founding member of
the ESA.
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“The system may also result in a tailored, more
streamlined application process particularly for
repeat applications for identical or near-identical
missions, such as for constellations,” says Ms
Wheeler.
The approach will now be offered to, but is not
compulsory for, all prospective licence applicants.
It is expected to be particularly helpful to new
entrants to the UK space sector. All new operators
and those wishing to launch new types of mission
are encouraged to make use of it.
Ms Wheeler concludes: “We are pleased to see
this policy now being published and believe that it
responds well to comments that have been raised
in recent years by industry.”
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Newport, Wales
9-11 July 2019
Wales will play host to the 2019 UK Space Conference.
This biennial flagship event brings together the entire space
community, including government, industry, academia, research
and financial communities. The conference will offer the space
community unrivalled opportunities to meet, network, do business
and shape the landscape for the coming years.

The event will be held at the
International Convention Centre (ICC)
Newport, Wales

The UK Space Conference is considered the most influential event for the space community, bringing
together government, industry and academia, to build links, share opportunities and address mutual
concerns at a crucial time of unprecedented change and growth for the sector.
The 2019 conference is set to be the biggest and
most significant event to date with over 1,200
delegates anticipated. The ICC Wales, an £84
million investment development, is due to open
shortly before the 2019 event. This biennial
conference has been held previously in Glasgow,
Liverpool and Manchester, with the first held in
2011 in Warwick.

The 2019 conference is set to be the biggest and
most significant event to date with over 1,200
delegates anticipated. The ICC Wales, an £84
million investment development, is due to open
shortly before the 2019 event. This biennial
conference has been held previously in Glasgow,
Liverpool and Manchester, with the first held in
2011 in Warwick.

For further information, please contact
the event team:
E: info@ukspace2019.co.uk
T: +44 (0)117 906 4573
Twitter: #ukspace2019
follow @ukspace2019

“

We are working with the space
sector to build on our significant
capability and maximise the benefits
of space to life on Earth, creating jobs
and opportunities across the country.
The UK Space Conference is a
fantastic event for sparking the kind of
collaborations and partnerships that
will help our sector grow. I am
delighted that Wales will be hosting
the 2019 conference and I’m sure it
will build on the huge success of the
2017 conference in Manchester.
Dr Graham Turnock
CEO, UK Space Agency

”

Market analysis

UK spaceport can deliver good
service with low launch costs
n July this year the Government
announced backing for the UK’s first
spaceport, to be built in Sutherland, a
peninsual on Scotland’s north Highland
coast. The support comes off the back of a
Frost & Sullivan report, looking at the
business case for developing a UK spaceport.
That analysis concluded that there was
indeed an opportunity to invest in a
spaceport for the small satellite launch
services market.
Commercial small-satellite constellations
and dedicated launch services will drive the
future small-satellite launch market. The
number of small satellites launched in 2017
grew by 157% from 2016. The major reason
for the growth is the constellation installation
by commercial small-satellite operators.
Some 31 constellation operators,
amounting to more than 7,000 satellites, are
in the hardware development and
demonstration phase and plan to install their
satellites during the forecast period (2018–
2030). The major launch services demand

I

SMALL SATELLITE LAUNCH DEMAND

will come from these constellations for the
new installation and the replacement
missions. The existing rideshare capacity is
not sufficient to meet the constellation
requirements of high-frequency launch and

the mission requirements. Therefore, multiple
existing and new launch service providers are
developing new launch vehicles (more than
40) to address the small-satellite launch
service market through a dedicated launch

MARKET DYNAMICS IMPACTING THE UK SPACE LAUNCH BUSINESS CASE
Political

Threat from new entrants

Economic factors

Government support for the UK space
industry through Space Industry Act.
Government funding for private
enterprises related to space launch
vehicle and spaceport development.

New Zealand is operational while the
US and India will provide dedicated
launch services.

The UK’s future trading relationship
with the EU is uncertain.

European countries with launch
heritage are planning spaceport
operations and/or developing launch
vehicles.

Development of a spaceport could
provide significant benefits to the
wider UK space ecosystem, increasing
space’s contribution to GDP through
manufacturing and services.

Dedicated launch service behaviour

Competition

Small-satellite operator behaviour

The launch service market is heavily
government funded due to high entry
barriers and R&D costs.

There is currently low competition.
However, several European nations are
pursuing launch strategies.

Small-satellite operators are price
focussed but they value availability and
reliability, which may lead to higher
prices to cut time to launch.

Service providers will seek significant
government funding and favourable
regulation.

There are few launch service providers
and there is a risk of a dominant launch
service provider in the UK. However,
the need for a range of services limits
the risk of a monopoly.

Insurance costs are significant for
launch service providers with limited
safety record.

Socialogical factors

Threat from substitutes

Technological factors

Digitalisation and connectivity

Rideshare could carry more small
satellites through larger payloads and
more frequent services.

All electric satellites will allow satellite
operators to position satellites.
However, this is unlikely to be a
threat to dedicated services as orbital
placement over long distances is not
the main consideration and will require
significant battery power.

However, rideshare will not place
satellites into specific orbits, and
commercial customers are likely to
remain secondary payloads.
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Market analysis
service. In looking at launch and revenue
potential, Frost & Sullivan looks at a number
of different scenarios. In terms of small
satellite launches, these are:
l Low Scenario: Includes small satellites
from operators that have announced
constellations and have a launch history in
the 2015– 2017 timeline
l Mid Scenario: Includes small satellites
from operators that have not announced
constellations but have a launch history in the
2015– 2017 timeline
l High Scenario: Includes small satellites
from operators that have announced
constellations but have no launch history in
the 2015– 2017 timeline
The Frost & Sullivan forecast is the sum of
the low and mid scenarios and a part of the
high scenario. The probability of success of
significantly large commercial operations
announced (but not launched yet) is taken
into account.
Focusing on small-satellite launch
capacity forecasts, Frost & Sullivan considers:
l Rideshare: Includes small satellites
launched by existing launch service providers
carrying small satellites as secondary
payloads. The forecast assumes a standard
5% year-on-year growth.
l Dedicated Services: Includes small
satellites launched by new participants
looking to enter the market. The growth rate
assumes a 5% year-on-year growth in launch
capacity. The model also accommodates step
changes based on the entry of every new
participant in the dedicated services market.
Increased demand for satellite launches
has led to new service providers, which
should lead to greater choice and compeition.
So what is the UK addressable market? Frost
& Sullivan makes UK addressable market
assumptions based on cumulative criteria of
geography, constellation size and satellite
mass, with each given a weightage (as shown
in the table).
The weightages represent the Frost &
Sullivan view of the percentage of market
available for the UK spaceport business
based on these criteria.
For example: say a commercial operator,
located in the USA, has planned a
constellation of 100 small satellites weighing
20kg each. As a result, the UK addressable
market is 100*50%*50%*100% = 25
satellites. Looking at the total UK addressable
number of small satellites requiring launch
(approximately 2000) by weight category,
Frost & Sullivan then derives the launch
services revenues for the UK addressable
market.
Frost & Sullivan also looks at political and
legal implications. Satellite launch projects
today are all government sponsored due to
high entry barriers – primarily cost. High
costs of testing and evaluation (~60% of
costs from primary research) and the high

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com

UK ADDRESSABLE MARKET ASSUMPTIONS BASED ON CUMULATIVE CRITERIA

initial insurance costs (~10–15% of costs)
require government support to help launch
service providers build a profitable business
model. The market is currently willing to pay
about $35,000 per kg as a maximum but
requires less than $25,000 per kg. New
launch service providers will need to be less
than $35,000 to be competitive initially.
Government-sponsored spaceports are
either few or still evolving. The governmentsponsored spaceport business model is yet
to evolve. So far, the government involvement
is up to the regulatory clearances for
commercial participants (for example
Spaceport America) or setting up of a
spaceport (for government purposes).
Spaceports have high entry barriers, and
government-sponsored spaceports will be
valid enablers for multiple members of the
space launch industry.
Government support for launch vehicle
providers and early access to the market
could lead to a single dominant participant in
the market. However, a single launch service
provider is unlikely to exist due to:
l A significant requirement for availability
that one launch service provider is unlikely to
provide.
l A need for access to different orbits and
to deliver different, non-standardised
payloads.
l The global mobility of the space industry.
Launch service providers with a strong
reliability track record are internationally
mobile and could enter the UK to challenge
existing providers.
Reducing barriers for all is a ‘must-have’
for a fair-market presence. As for the
exception, government investing in launcher
development can remain a one-off while still
enabling fair-market practices. The key is to
render the ‘spaceport access’ open to all
where all launch service providers,
government-funded or not, compete the
same way to book their launch pads/strips.
Government funding for a launch service
provider can also be in the form of booking
the spaceport, where the government can
book the spaceport (common market price)
for the service provider that receives the
government aid.
Frost & Sullivan highlights a number of
benefits for the UK in opening a spaceport,

noting its impact on jobs creation, skill
development, citizen awareness (which can
inspire a new genreation of engineers,
scientists and start-ups), support industries
(such as sensor manufacturers, connectivity
providers, logistics, etc) and university spinoffs.

First-mover advantage
There is strong support for the argument that
the UK must be first to market to ensure the
long-term success of the UK launch
programme. The market is forming and there
is an opportunity to be “disruptive”; there is a
short-term opportunity to create market
demand by developing a commercial
spaceport. Spaceports need to be
commercially focused and low cost.
First-mover advantage is important from
a spaceport and space launch perspective to
consolidate market position, but spaceports
should remain launch vehicle-agnostic. Nine
out of 15 small-satellite operator decisions for
launches will be influenced by spaceport
operator characteristics.
First-mover advantage will be significant
in the short and mid-terms as there will not
be many such business models in operation.
But as spaceports increase in number, the
first-mover advantage will enable setting the
industry benchmark for scope and
operational standards, leading to strong
relationships with satellite operators.
However, the key to a successful
spaceport business model is to involve at
least one permanent launch service partner
that will be available at all times. The strength
of the spaceports’ competitive advantage will
be reliant on the strength of the relationship,
business, and safety record of its launch
partner(s).
There is a question over whether backing
a private sector participant may lead to a
monopoly due to first-mover advantage.
However, from the research gathered, there is
sufficient evidence to suggest that if the
spaceport is launch service provideragnostic, it is unlikely that there will be a
monopoly of launch service providers.
l Extracted from the Frost & Sullivan UK
Spaceport Business Case Evaluation
white paper
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UK space economy

Sector deal key to driving
UK space industry forward
T

he 2017 Space Report from The Space
Foundation put the value of the global
space market at $330bn, split between
commercial products and services (38%),
commercial infrastructure and support
(36%), US government (14%) and other
government (11%). The updated 2018 Space
Report has seen the value of the global space
market increase to $383.5bn.
Speaking at UCL Space Week earlier this
year, Alden director Richard Peckham
highlighted the legacy of the Space
Innovation and Growth Strategy (IGS) in
2010. He noted that the publication of the
Space IGS gave the UK thought leadership
and put us on the front foot internationally. It
resulted in 16 key actions, including the
creation of the UK Space Agency, the
development of a National Space Policy and
the creation of the Satellite Applications
Catapult. Huge energy was generated, and
momentum gained. Growth accelerated, with
many new start-ups and inward investors.
But the thought leadership lasted only a
short time as other nations copied and
reacted. With many other nations seeing the
opportunity of space, it has become a fiercely
competitive market. So the UK has to remain
on the front foot, and keep innovating and
investing.
The world is changing rapidly. The
reducing cost of launch and the reducing
UK SPACE ECONOMY
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size/cost of satellites is enabling large LEO
constellations, changing the dynamics in the
telecom sector and in the Earth observation
market. There have been massive advances,
too, in technology – including big data, and
artificial intelligence – and new developing
markets such as in-orbit servicing and
manufacturing.
There is a huge appetite from high networth individuals and VC funds to invest in
space technology and applications. And a
changing model of US government
procurement means the country is ready to
buy services, leaving industry to design
solutions. All of this is leading to the rapid
commercialisation of space.

Global opportunities
There are global opportunities running into
hundreds of billions of dollars, although only
around 30% of those opportunities are
accessible for UK firms. But global equity
investment is doubling every five years,
potentially hitting $10bn by 2020.
There are, however some head winds, with
Brexit being foremost. The UK may find itself
outside of the flagship EU space programmes
such as Galileo, Copernicus, GovSatCom and
SST. There is potential for disruption to
European supply-chains and access to skills,
and while participation with the ESA will not
be directly impacted, there could be

secondary effects. Further, more nations are
engaging in space as entry barriers reduce,
although space remains “strategic” for many
nations so it is not a fully open market.
What this all means is that, for the UK to
continue to succeed, it is vital Government,
industry and academia work in partnership to
ensure a joined-up national approach is
maintained.
The UK remains a good place to conduct
business: we have the foundations in place
and good growth momentum, and the
creation of the Department for International
Trade and the recognition of the importance
of an Industrial Strategy are both positive
developments and create opportunities for
the sector.
But we need to do more to stay ahead:
there has to be a clear focus on the highgrowth markets; we have to keep investing in
people and places; we have to establish a
strategic
long-term
National
Space
Programme; and we have to grow exports,
streamline regulations and attract new
investment.
The establishment of the Space Growth
Partnership linking Government, academia
and industry was a good start. And the
Prosperity from Space document put forward
a proposal for a space sector deal, to cement
actions from all parties and deliver growth
and societal benefits.
Source: Alden
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UK SPACE INDUSTRY FACTS AND FIGURES 2018

Source: ADS

The Space Innovation and Growth Strategy brings together a partnership of industry, government
and academia to identify opportunities and remove barriers to growth for the UK space sector

Growing at 8% a year, the UK’s space sector has the strong foundations to
continue to support other industries whilst continually looking to the future
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Industry sets out its vision
for prosperity from space
W

ith the global space sector evolving
at an ever increasing rate, nations
around the world are ramping up
their space capabilities, including in space
science, while private operators are changing
the dynamics of the industry and new
technologies are lowing barriers to entry,
slashing the cost of building and launching
satellites. Each of these developments
represents an opportunity – and a
challenge – for the UK.
A variety of initial actions have been
undertaken to bolster our long-term
industrial competitiveness. In 2017 the
Government awarded £99m to the
Rutherford Appleton Lab to fund the National
Space Integration and Test Facility at Harwell,
and £50m to the UK Space Agency for
spaceports in the UK.
In March 2018 the new Space Industry Bill
passed into law, and one month later Rolls
Royce and Boeing announced a £26.5m
investment into Reaction Engines, the
Oxfordshire-based developer of the Sabre
engine.
Important as these moves are, if we are to
grow and not merely to defend, Britain’s
share of the global market, we need to do
more. That is why the UK space community
has created a strategy to capitalise on the
opportunities presented by rapidly maturing
technologies:
l Combining our capabilities in space data
and artificial intelligence to drive productivity
growth in space-enabled sectors of the UK
and exports
l Making the UK a hub for new commercial
space services that attracts new entrepreneurs, stimulates the development of
innovative
products
and
increases
investment for SMEs and start-ups

THE RECOMMENDATION IS TO FOCUS ON FOUR MARKET SECTOR PRIORITIES

1. Earth information services: a £20bn forecast market, delivering real-time global
awareness, navigation, analytics and security for the advanced data economy

2. Connectivity services: a £40bn forecast market, delivering broadband and 5G for
everyone – at home and on the move, on the road, in the air or at sea, anywhere around
the globe
3. In-space robotics: a nascent market potentially transforming the way we use and
explore space, including all-new applications for science, enterprise and consumers
4. Low cost access to space: maximising the value of the UK’s spaceports and launch
from the UK, a £10bn forecast market, making the UK a home for low-cost launch services and developing platform technologies to promote even lower cost access to space
l Developing new global partnerships for
science and exports to underpin new export
campaigns and new opportunities for UK
excellence in space science and missions.
The opportunities for the UK space sector
and the entire economy are vast. It helps that
Britain was a ‘disruptor’ before the term
became over-used. We have innovated to
become European leaders in key digital
processing and satellite payload technologies, and also developed the concept of
the small satellite, appropriating technologies
from other sectors to enable modular,
scalable production at low cost.
The sector has independently assessed
the emerging market opportunities open to
the UK – potentially worth in excess of
£75bn – that will enable us to grow our
national share of a worldwide space market
predicted to be worth £400bn by 2030.
This value will be driven by investing in
science and engineering technology – areas
where the UK space sector and/or the UK’s
wider technology base is already strong. We
must do this as a partnership – between

SPACE SPENDING BY NATION, 2015 (BILLIONS OF USD)

Source: OECD
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industry, universities and Government, to
harness the strengths in each. Given this, and
the achievements to date, the sector’s target,
within the IGS vision, of capturing 10% of the
future global market by 2030 is ambitious,
but credible.
It is not assured, however. The UK space
sector faces a number of significant
challenges, including increasing international
competition. We must also address the fault
lines running through our current way of
working, chief of which is the absence of a
joined up, UK-focused, long-term national
programme that allows us to unlock the full
potential of our industrial-academic
powerbase.

The challenge
The commercial achievements and ambition
of the British space sector have not gone
unnoticed; China, France, Germany, Spain,
Italy, Netherlands, India and others are
studying our example, copying aspects of it,
such as the Catapult model, and re-investing
in their own domestic space programmes.
Not only does this mean a greater number of
sellers vying for customers globally, it is
increasingly difficult for UK firms to access
these countries home markets.
Nor can we be complacent about our
historical advantages in finance, innovation,
technology, software or data expertise; for
example, France too has a thriving digital
sector and this is driving strong growth in the
country’s tech investment scene.
In addition, private capital is emerging as
a gamechanger with the likes of SpaceX and
its investors building a fully commercial
launch programme. Governments are taking
action to incentivise entrepreneurs to invest.
The decision to leave the EU creates
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THE PROSPERITY FROM SPACE STRATEGY IS DESIGNED AROUND FOUR CLEARLY-DEFINED, MUTUALLY SUPPORTING PILLARS
1. Creating a National Space Programme to unlock increased
private investment and:
l Building new global partnerships and exports
l Maintaining world-leading excellence in the ‘stand out’ UK
industrial and academic strengths
l Combining capabilities in space data and AI to drive productivity
in sectors across the UK economy
2. Creating the right environment for success by securing and
building on existing strengths/market position and:
l Improving the entrepreneurial pathway and access to finance
l Setting up a cross-Government working group to secure high
value inward investment
l Demonstrating how smart Government procurement can
stimulate commercial investment in infrastructure, giving the UK
‘first mover’ advantage and empowering UKSA to become a
procurement agency for the rest of Government, for example by:
– Finding a new mechanism to encourage operators to provide
100% UK communications coverage to support the growth in
applications, smart homes, mobile connectivity and Internet of
Things
– Developing a UK national capability for producing and using
Earth information collected from space to benefit UK
businesses and Government

particular need to raise our game and avoid
complacency. The UK must develop new and
enduring international partnerships to boost
exports. We also need to stimulate investment
into UK businesses and draw global business
to Britain.
We must also take full advantage of the
potential for Government to act as ‘anchor
customer’ using smart procurement for
infrastructure services, as this will enable our
domestic sector to gain first mover
advantages and improve its export potential.
However, in addition, we must also
recognise that heightened competition will
expose the fundamental weakness of our
current approach; ie the absence of a robust,
joined-up
domestic
National
Space
Programme to sit alongside, and amplify the
benefits from, our participation in European
space institutions. Without this the sector has
had to adopt an ‘ad-hoc’ or reactive rather
than strategic approach to future
investments.

l

Delivering a globally competitive and progressive regulatory
regime

3. Investing in people and places by:
l Attracting and training up to 30,000 additional skilled people by
2030
l Actively encouraging diversity and inclusion in our workforce
l Showcasing exciting scientific achievements in space and
undertaking 1,000,000 interactions per annum with young
people to inspire the take up of STEM careers – benefitting all
high tech sectors in the UK
l Spreading the benefits around the UK by developing locally led
regional technology hubs
4. Continuing to drive growth from our investment in ESA,
Eumetsat and EU Programmes:
l Enhancing the UK’s relationship with ESA and maintaining at
least the current level of investment
l Enhancing the UK’s relationship with Eumetsat and continuing
our currently planned levels of investment
l Fully supporting on-going Government negotiations to ensure
future UK/EU partnerships cover current and planned EU space
programmes, or identifying commercial and industrial opportunities to address shortfalls in activity

basis against which industry can reliably take
on risk and invest. It will attract R&D funding
and help increase both efficiency and
capability by dovetailing Government and
private investment. This is how the sector will
respond to the challenge from abroad and
grow its share of the global market.
Whilst already directly employing over
38,000 people in the sector (in 2015), in order
to achieve its growth ambitions UK space
needs to recruit and/or train an additional
30,000 employees. This is likely to be a
conservative figure. These workers will need
to be skilled in mathematics, physical
sciences and engineering, at a time when
other high-tech sectors will be looking at the
same resource pool across the UK.
The challenges may be formidable but the
sector is not discouraged. Rather, it is
energised by the opportunities ahead and
looking to build on the remarkable
foundations laid down in recent years.

Based on the IGS ambition and its
success, the UK space sector has come
together in a Space Growth Partnership,
directed by the Space Sector Council, to
deliver its proposals and propel British space
technology, services and applications to new
heights.
Summing up the vision for growth, Andy
Green, chair of the Space Sector Council and
president of UKspace, said: “This industry-led
sector strategy sets out the ambition of
companies, institutions, academics and
entrepreners of the UK’s space sector to work
in an enduring partnership with Government
to ensure the UK continues to lead the way.
“We aim to build and finance great UK
businesses, attract investment, grow exports,
deliver breakthrough research and create high
productivity jobs across the UK.”
l Extracted from the 2018 Space Growth
Partnership report Prosperity from Space

LEGACY OF THE 2010 SPACE IGS

Long-term plan

45k
Turnover £mns (2009 prices)

A far more effective route would be for
Government to work even more closely with
industry and academia on a long-term plan
focusing the power of tools such as inward
investment mechanisms, export support, and
R&D investment on the development of new
and high growth markets.
What is proposed here, therefore, is a
domestic space programme to run in tandem
with, and benefit from, our ESA contributions.
This will enable long-term plans to be
achieved – for example pursuing market
opportunities and providing the predictable

Source: Alden
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Q2 small satellite market report
highlights growing debris issue
ome 41 small satellites were launched
in Q2 2018, a decrease from the Q1
total of 63 and the lowest amount
since Q3 2016. These satellites were spread
over 10 launches with the greatest number of
satellites on one launch being 15 on the
Antares launch to the ISS in May.
Many of the satellites on this mission were
part of NASA’s ELaNa program. Unlike last
year, 2018 is set to have few high-quantity
launches with only three further launches
scheduled to carry over 20 small satellites. It
is possible that this will be increased as
further details are given on launches later in
the year.
Progress in the nascent small launcher
industry remains gradual, with the first
commercial launch of Rocket Lab’s Electron
rocket further delayed from its late June
launch window due to a problem with a motor
controller. The new launch window for
Electron is to be confirmed, while Vector and
Virgin Orbit have not provided firm dates for
their respective first launches.
It is anticipated that we will see the first
commercial launches of these services in the
second half of 2018, as well as SpaceX’s
Falcon Heavy (carrying 29 small satellites).
Despite delays, the first of the OneWeb
satellites are due to launch in Q4.
In Q2 2018 Technology/Scientific
remained the dominant application, making
up 58% of small satellites launched. This
comprises CubeSats launched by universities
and schools with a small number of
technology
demonstration
satellites.

S

SATELLITE CLASSIFICATION

ASSOCIATED MASS

Mini-satellite

100kg - 500kg

Small satellite

Micro-satellite

10kg - 100kg

< 500kg

Nano-satellite

1kg - 10kg

Pico-satellite

0.1kg - 1kg

Programmes
to
assist
educational
institutions and small nations to launch
satellites have contributed strongly to this
trend, including seven this quarter supported
by NASA’s ELaNa programme and the three
from the Joint Global Multi-Nation Birds
Satellite Project.
Nano-satellites remain the most popular,
comprising 68% of small satellites launched,
similar to Q1. The 6U configuration continues
to increase in popularity, with 15 launched so
far this year compared to 14 in all of 2017. The
launch of ten OneWeb satellites and two
Falcon launches carrying many micro and
mini-satellites will increase the proportion of
more massive small satellites. The proportion
of pico-satellites, of which four were launched
in 2018 so far, is due to increase with the
launch of three PocketQubes and at least 12
Twiggs Space Lab ThinSats later this year.
2017 stands out as an anomaly with a high
number of satellites and low total mass due
to the large number of Spire and Planet
satellites launched. This shows the sensitivity
of the data to a small number of companies.
The total mass of small satellites launched in
Q2 was about half of that launched in Q1,
despite the number of launches leaning
towards two thirds of that in Q1, implying the

SMALL SATELLITES LAUNCHED, BY SIZE CLASSIFICATION
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SUB-CLASSIFICATION

average mass of small satellites decreased in
Q2. This follows the general trend of the last
decade.
By the end of the second quarter, the
mass of small satellites launched in 2018 had
almost reached that of those launched in all
of 2017; announced launches are set to more
than double this total by the end of the year.
The two micro-satellites launched in Q2
(China’s Queqiao and NASA’s TESS)
comprised almost half of the total mass in
this period.
Following the unauthorised January
launch of four of Swarm’s satellites, the FCC
has referred the case to its enforcement
bureau and released an enforcement
advisory to ensure other companies do not
attempt to do the same. The ‘SpaceBee’
satellites were launched on a PSLV despite
denial of their FCC operating licence request
due to concerns over tracking the picosatellites.

The challenge of apace debris
As with any resource, space is limited and
requires coordination for sustainable sharing.
Space has accumulated more than half a
million artificial objects larger than 1cm since
the first rocket reached the frontier of space
in the 1940s. The accumulation of objects
over time makes space a riskier environment
as any object is a projectile for the others with
relative speeds that can reach 14km/s.
Despite this, the risk is still considered
secondary in most space missions as it is
mitigated by the very low likelihood of impact
due to the vastness of space. The US Space
Surveillance Network currently tracks over
23,000 pieces of debris larger than 10cm in
orbit over Earth. This includes satellites,
discarded rocket bodies and debris from
collisions; all man made.
For now the risk is relatively low but the
challenge is that the issue requires much
inter-organisational cooperation to deal with.
And there are several regions in LEO where
there are greater densities of satellites and
the risk of collision is higher. Orbits between
700-800km have the greatest density of
satellites, with SSOs presenting the greatest
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risk of collision due to the satellites
concentrating over the polar regions. These
orbits are commonly used by Earth
Observation but also host telecommunication constellations such as Iridium.
Several historical events have created
large amounts of space debris and roused
concern across the industry. To date,
excluding micro debris (<10cm), there have
been four known collisions between satellites
and debris, including the infamous IridiumCosmos collision in 2009 that created around
2000 pieces of trackable space debris. In
addition to this, both the US and China have
shot down large LEO satellites: the latter
caused the largest creation of space debris in
history – over 3000 trackable pieces of space
debris.

observed.” For example,
according
to some
650km;
above this,
less drag means
TOTAL MASS
OF SMALL
SATELLITES
LAUNCHED
PER YEAR

A complex issue
The issue of space debris requires knowledge
of several areas and coordination with
multiple stakeholders. The real economic
aspect of space debris is still emerging and
provides a commercial incentive for selfregulation.
At international level, space debris is
addressed through the Space Liability
Convention Treaty from 1972. It establishes a
framework of fault-based liability regime
between launching states for damages
occurring in space. This means that the
resolution for damages occurring in space
needs to be happen between states. It is then
down to each state to legally implement a
national regulation to protect the state from
the possible damages caused by the activities
under their jurisdiction.
A typical example is the state asking any
satellite licence applicant to provide a thirdparty liability insurance from an insurance
company. In the UK, the Space Industry Act
2018 specifies that the licensee, often the
spacecraft operator, must be insured against
any collisions caused by their spacecraft to
indemnify the government against claims
brought to them. But while providing the
basis for a legal framework, the practicalities
remain challenging.
A complementary approach has been the
definition of international standards. The
Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination
Committee (IADC) was founded in 1993 to
coordinate space agencies in working
together to reduce space debris. Their
guidelines specify that post-mission LEO
orbital lifetime should not exceed 25 years. In
addition, the guidelines address specific ways
of reducing the creation of space debris, for
example by ensuring satellites don't break up
in space, propellants are 'passivated', and
consideration is given to post mission
disposal. However, in 2013 they concluded
that “current implementation level [is]
considered insufficient and no apparent trend
towards a better implementation is
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experts and studies, even with a 95%
compliance to the rule, the debris population
will still increase.
Part of the issue is the spread of
responsibilities. Whilst member states have
an obligation to keep space clean under the
UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space (COPUOS), who have published similar
guidelines to the IADC, it is down to
companies to ensure their spacecraft are
compliant. Companies often include debris
mitigation processes in their designs, but it is
difficult to hold companies accountable for
non-compliance with IACD guidelines,
particularly in the case of unavoidable
satellite failures and collisions. When the
burden of responsibility is spread across
governments, agencies, and companies,
progress is often slow.

Commercial pressures
Recently, there has been an increase in
commercial pressure to include deorbiting in
mission and hardware design. With the
increase in LEO constellations, companies
have an incentive to find a way of removing
dead satellites to avoid damaging their active
ones or clogging up their orbit.
The possible mitigations to the space
debris risks are:
l Prevention through regulation or adoption
of standards
l Collision
avoidance: tracking and
manoeuvring of space objects during mission
lifetime;
l Disposal: disposing of the satellite post
mission-lifetime, including removing space
objects through dedicated missions to
remove defunct satellites.
The most common method of
decommissioning for LEO satellites is to allow
them to descend under atmospheric drag
and eventually burn up in the atmosphere.
This is only really effective for orbits under

spacecraft descend at a slower rate than the
25-year guideline. These satellites require
active deorbiting. Small satellite propulsion
systems would allow satellites at higher
altitudes to descend to lower altitudes.
On a smaller scale, platform level deorbit
technologies are increasingly being tested.
These include drag sails and extra propulsion
units. In April 2018, RemoveDEBRIS, a project
led by the Surrey Space Centre, was
launched. Comprising a 100kg platform
manufactured by SSTL and two CubeSats,
the mission will test various new technologies
for actively removing space debris. The
platform will also test a harpoon, firing at a
target attached to the satellite. Once these
tests are complete, the satellite will deploy a
sail, increasing the drag on the vehicle and
causing it to descend into the atmosphere
faster, where it will burn up.
Then there is e.Deorbit – an ESA mission,
likely to be the first active deorbit program:
Launching specifically to collect space debris
from space before returning to the
atmosphere, it will also test further space tug
capabilities
Whilst the idea of space harpoons and
nets sounds exciting, questions remain over
the viability of such a method. Satellites
would have to be launched and rendezvous
safely in an already congested orbit with
potentially tumbling defunct satellites, before
being deorbited themselves; a costly process.
A further obstacle to this technology is that
even dead satellites remain under the
jurisdiction of the entity that owns it, so
clearance satellites would need permission
from satellite operators before junk could be
collected. It will be decades before it is an
effective method of clearing space junk.
l Extracted from the Satellite
Application Catapult’s Q2 2018 Small
Satellite Market Intelligence report
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2018 STATE OF THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY

2018 TOP-LEVEL GLOBAL SATELLITE INDUSTRY FINDINGS

Produced for the Satellite Industries Association by Bryce Space
Technology (formerly Tauri Group Space and Technology
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mallsat business ventures will be
seeking to prove their business
models and generate significant
revenue in the next few years. Deployment of
future generations of smallsats in many cases
depends on this success.
Large constellations of smallsats (1,000+
sats) for global broadband are in
development by OneWeb, SpaceX, Boeing
and others. The required investment for these
systems runs into $ billions, and the business
models are not yet proven. But the large
numbers of satellites could have profound
effects on manufacturing, as well as on
launch strategies.
Dozens of new small launchers in
development are targeting the smallsats
market – among them Virgin Orbit, Rocket
Lab and Vector, who have all announced
contracts. All three companies are
conducting test flights, and target operations
in the near future. But there are key business
risks, including uncertainty about future
smallsat deployment and competition from
larger vehicles.
Further, the large numbers of potential
smallsat constellations are raising concerns
about orbital debris.

S

What lies ahead for
the smallsats market?
COMMERCIAL SMALLSATS BY APPLICATION, 2012-2017

Commercial smallsats launched by manufacturer
l Planet: 331
l Spire Global: 71
l Sierra Nevada Corporation: 16
l Surrey Satellite Technology: 6
l Astro Digital: 6
l Other: 78
GOVERNMENT SMALLSATS BY COUNTRY OF OPERATOR, 2012-2017
Largest government operators: civil
NASA: 31
l Roscosmos: 10
l Smolsat: 8
l China National Space Administration: 5
l

Smallsat market in numbers
Smaller satellites have been of increasing
interest since 2012, and have become even
more widely used in recent years, with typical
applications
being
communications,
technology development, military and
intelligence, remote sensing and scientific.
Over 1000 smallsats were launched
between 2012 and 2017, and 2017 saw six
times as many smallsats launched as there
were in 2012. Government and commercial
sectors are capitalising on heightened
interest in smallsats. Cubesats have
dominated the smallsat market, with over
700 launched between 2012 and 2017.
Some 335 smallsats were launched in
2017, and an Indian PSLV rocket broke the
record for the most number of satellites
launched simultaneously – 104 satellites at
once, with 88 of these being Planet’s Dove
satellites. 87% of smallsats launched in 2017
were CubeSats, and 67% of smallsats
launched were to provide commercial
services.
Between 2012 and 2017 more than 200
government smallsats were launched. And
39% of these government smallsats were
CubeSats. The USA launched twice as many
military smallsats as Russia (based on public
sources). 60% of military smallsats are used
for technology development (based on public
sources). Over a third of civil smallsats
launched were from the USA, mostly NASA.
Some 45% of civil smallsats were used for
development, followed by remote sensing
(32%), communications (12%), and scientific
(11%). The number of academic and non-
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Largest government operators: military
(based on public sources)
l DoD: 31
l Las Alamos National Laboratory: 12
l Russian MoD: 11

ACADEMIC AND NON-PROFIT SMALLSATS, 2012-2017
Non-profit operators

profit organisations that manufacture
smallsats nearly quadrupled between 2012
and 2017. And 96% of non-profit and
academic organisations that have deployed
smallsats in the past six years both
manufactured and operated them.
Over the last six years, 88 non-profit and
academic organisations have launched
smallsats, many deploying only one or two.
Over 240 smallsats are used for technology
development. Almost three quarters of all
development smallsats launched by
academic and non-profit organisations were
CubeSats.
In total, over 725 CubeSats were launched
between 2012 and 2017, representing almost

Academic operators

50% of all satellite launches. CubeSats
launched per year grew from 23 in 2012 to
over 290 in 2017. The United States has
manufactured the most CubeSats. Over half
of all CubeSats launched from 2012 to 2017
provided commercial services.
Planet’s Dove CubeSats represent 75% of
all commercial CubeSats launched between
2012 and 2017. And 89% of all CubeSats for
academic applications were development
satellites. 54% of government CubeSats
launched were for civil purposes.
l Extracted from the Bryce Space and
Technology report Smallsats by the
Numbers 2018
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Space Camp Accelerator unveils
first six start-up companies
arch 2018 saw the launch by
Seraphim Capital of the UK’s first
dedicated accelerator programme
for start-ups in the space tech industry. Now
the Space Camp Accelerator has selected the
first six companies in the programme,
coming from the US, Denmark and the UK.
QuadSAT is a Danish company that
has developed brand new tools and
techniques for testing and calibrating
satellite antennas being deployed in
high-value Maritime and Aeronautical
markets. Combining the latest drone
technology with a simulated satellite payload
and mathematical algorithms, QuadSAT
simplifies the requirements for satellite
antenna testing, qualification and calibration.
Tesseract builds satellite propulsion
systems that use non toxic propellants, have
dramatically better performance, and lower
cost than existing options.
Current satellite propulsion technologies
rely on toxic fuel that is dangerous to handle.
This results in fuelling costs of up to $500k
per satellite and are cost prohibitive for
inexpensive smallsats. Tesseract has
redesigned thrusters for low toxicity fuels and
modern manufacturing techniques such as
3D printing. This eliminates the $500k
fuelling cost and provides twice the
propulsion for half the price. Tesseract is an
alumnus of Y Combinator – the world’s preeminent start-up accelerator and already has
Letters of Intent for over $150m in annual
revenues.
Earth Rover – By 2050 there will be 10
billion people on Earth, meaning that 70%
more food will need to be produced from the
same land we currently farm. The drive for
yield-improving, high precision autonomous
farming is therefore a pressing issue now.
Earth Rover is looking to address this by
developing farming robots based on the same
technology originally developed for the
ExoMars Rover. Selling precision farming-asa-service, Earth Rover’s initial target market
is the £1.7bn labour-intensive organic
vegetable production market in Europe where
it hopes to save farmers £1,500 per hectare
per annum. Initial field trials are planned with
one of the UK’s largest organic farms.
Global Surface Intelligence – Accord-ing
to the UN, there are over 4,000 satellites
currently orbiting the planet, which collect
and communicate a vast array of raw data
which can be transformed into valuable
decision-making
information.
This

growing, which helps sellers manage
contracts and supports farmers’
decision-making.
KisanHub’s target customers are
agriculture enterprises, such as suppliers,
processors, and retailers. Roughly 2,300
growers in the UK and 1,000 in India use
KisanHub’s software, all paid for by the
enterprise customers. KisanHub sources
data via hardware and imagery partnerships,
including one with Planet Labs. They have
raised over £2.5m VC investment.

M
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information can assist institutions and
companies to better manage their landbased assets such as forestry, agriculture,
water,
minerals
and
man-made
infrastructures.
Global Surface Intelligence (GSI) is one of
a handful of companies around the world with
access to a satellite database that effectively
maps the changing behaviour of the world’s
resources. GSI transforms the raw images
from satellite, drone-based LiDAR and other
data sets into advanced asset analytics and
builds contextual views of natural assets to
quantify their performance, health, yield and
value, making these natural assets more
investable and better managed.
Reconfigure.io – The huge growth of
Space data is outstripping improvements in
conventional processing platforms such as
CPUs and GPUs. A relatively new form of
integrated circuit known as fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs) are
capable of the hardware acceleration needed
to address these issues. This capability is
relevant for areas such as high-speed data
analytics, network processing, security
functions and low power processing for IoT
and Space.Reconfigure.io has developed a
core platform allowing the acceleration of key
compute demands with such FPGA
technology by for the first time making it
readily accessible to engineers. It is therefore
a key enabler for the mass adoption of FPGAs
in the Space sector.
KisanHub is a Crop Intelligence Platform
and was borne out of a desire to give farmers
everywhere a sophisticated, meaningful yet,
simple decision-support. Founded in 2013,
KisanHub uses big data analytics, cloud
computing, and machine learning to compile
data from satellite imagery, weather stations,
soil sensors, and other sources. The platform
offers yield predictions, pesticide application
monitoring and other features for potato

Securing funding for start-ups
Backed by both the UK and European space
agencies, as well as by corporate partners
including Rolls Royce, alongside Seraphim
Space Fund partners including Airbus, Surrey
Satellite Technology, SES, and Telespazio,
Space Camp will help the best space-tech
start-ups secure funding, achieve scale, and
foster close working relationships with
industry.
As the cost of building and launching a
satellite has fallen from more than $100
million to less than $1 million in recent years,
low-cost access to space has become a
reality for start-ups and made the space tech
sector increasingly attractive to venture
capital investors. Seraphim Capital manages
the £70 million Seraphim Space Fund, and
the London-based venture capital firm has
built Space Camp Accelerator according to a
VC mindset.
Start-ups within Seraphim Capital’s
Space Fund portfolio will contribute to the
Space
Camp
programme
alongside
corporate partners, providing the cohort with
mentoring on technical and commercial
issues, grounded in their own experience of
growing space-tech businesses. The
corporates will provide access to facilities,
resources, and services, and set proof-ofconcept and integration challenges.
Mark Boggett, CEO at Seraphim Capital,
said: “Space is a $350 billion industry that
underpins many elements of our everyday
lives. $2.5 billion was invested in space tech
start-ups by VCs globally in 2017, but those
start-ups still need greater access to
industry-specific advice and support. We’re
turning the accelerator concept on its head:
investability is a prerequisite for the start-ups
we invite to be part of Space Camp
Accelerator, not the end game of their
involvement as it might be for other
programmes.”

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com

Space tech venture market
SERAPHIM SPACE INDEX – JULY 2018

30 June 2017 to 30 June 2018:
Total $3,351m investment
* excludes $90.2m iSpace outlier
** excludes $185m ExPace outlier
*** includes 43 drone transactions totalling $481m
**** includes 14 drone companies totalling $123m

Seraphim Capital is the world’s first venture fund
dedicated to financing the growth of companies
operating in the space ecosystem

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com

Q3 17

Q4 17

Q1 18

Q2 18

Upstream***

589

624

633

583

Downstream****

105

224

196

404

Ecosystem

255

624

670

231

Published quarterly by Seraphim Capital, the Seraphim
Space Index is the global barometer for space tech
venture market transactions. To find out more, visit
www.seraphimcapital.co.uk
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Technology

Does blockchain hold the
key to democratising space?
W

ith the emerging popularity of
audacious
start-ups,
space
exploration has become a less
exclusive area. Now it seems that blockchain,
its underlying technology, and the concept of
an Initial Coin Offering (ICO – its crowdfunding model) are bringing in even more
power into the previously unshared territory.
Big players are adopting blockchain for
space exploration, with the likes of NASA and
the ESA studying ways to employ blockchain
for their missions. Findings obtained so far
suggest that the technology might be useful
both on the ground and in space.
In 2017, NASA awarded a $330,000 grant
that supported the development of an
autonomous, blockchain-based spacecraft
system, making its first move toward
blockchain adoption. Called the Resilient
Networking and Computing Paradigm
(RNCP), the new system relies on blockchain
and requires no human intervention.
The RNCP system will exploit smart
contracts to build a spacecraft that would
automatically and promptly detect and
dodge any hindrance where, conventional
means of communication become less
reliable as the signal gets weaker. The hope is
that spacecraft equipped with this blockchain
solution will be able to complete more tasks,
provide more data and give scientists more
time for information analysis.
The ESA has been studying blockchain as
well, although it is more likely to use the
technology to streamline internal administrative processes. In September 2017, ESA
THE AGES OF BLOCKCHAIN

presented a report dubbed “Distributed
Ledger Technology: Leveraging Blockchain
for ESA's Success.” The paper outlines
general pros and cons of blockchain, and then
focuses on the potential benefits suitable for
ESA specifically – namely the use of smart
contracts in logistics, swifter and precise
payments, real-time access to data changes,
seamless updates to access rights and an
immutable voting system, among others.
Notably, the ESA discusses the prospect
of applying blockchain in the context of socalled Space 4.0.

Smaller start-ups
Space is no longer exclusive to governments
that have the means to constantly fuel their
research programs with cash. With the arrival
of low-cost satellites, blockchain can be
launched into space, cutting ties with
infrastructure that cannot be fully
decentralised. Here are some startups that
are hoping to further democratise the sector,
although it’s worth noting that most of them
don’t feature any specific timelines and are
thus rather immature:
Space Decentral is a Singapore-based
startup, essentially based on the idea that,
while space pioneers such as the US and
Russia are still important for space
exploration, the cosmos is becoming more
democratised, and now there are more
opportunities available even for private
players – essentially the same argument that
backbones the concept of Space 4.0.
While the project’s plan is notably vague,
Source: McKinsey Consulting

essentially it promises “to enable hundreds of
thousands of new actors to be a part of a
global space agency not only as financial
supporters, but also as integral contributors
of knowledge, regardless of nationality,” by
providing the means to crowdfund and
crowdsource various space-related projects
that could hardly be sponsored through older
models – as an ICO makes the overall process
easier. Space Decentral has voiced its plans
to issue a utility token called the Faster Than
Light Coin (FTL Coin).
The start-up SpaceChain is less about
space exploration and more about using the
existing infrastructure to improve the
blockchain experience, although outer space
is also involved in this case. Basically,
SpaceChain is building an open-source
satellite network that runs on blockchain
nodes.
Backed by former Bitcoin developer and
CEO of Bloq Jeff Garzik and one of the most
prominent crypto investors Tim Draper,
SpaceChain launched its first low-orbit
satellite based on CubeSat technology in
February 2018. This way, the start-up hopes
to establish a fully decentralised network
that, backed by SpaceChain’s open-source
operating system, aims to become a
blockchain sandbox for other developers.
The idea of a decentralised, distant
blockchain that is powered by satellites isn’t
particularly new: a start-up called
Blockstream started to utilise the concept
back in 2017, when it announced its
Blockstream Satellite project, aiming to beam
blockchain to every person on planet Earth
and even performed its first transaction.
To run a space-based blockchain,
Blockstream Satellite relied on open-source
technologies: it cited GNU Radio and Fast
Internet Bitcoin Relay Engine (FIBRE) as
incorporated technologies.
Nexus is an Arizona-based start-up that
has announced the so-called “three
dimensional blockchain.” Notably, the
concept involves a satellite network that
Nexus is developing in partnership with
Vector Space Systems. Its mission is to
“provide global access to its digital currency
and autonomous internet infrastructure
using Vector’s Galactic Sky software-defined
platform in a LEO satellite network,” which is
rather similar to the above projects.
l Edited from the article by Stephen
O’Neal, first published on CoinTelegraph
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Future missions
ESA MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
SENTINEL-4
Scheduled launch date: 2019
Sentinel-4 is dedicated to air quality monitoring. The Sentinel-4 UVN instrument is a spectrometer carried
aboard Meteosat Third Generation satellites, operated by EUMETSAT. The mission aims to provide continuous
monitoring of the composition of the Earth's atmosphere at high temporal and spatial resolution and the data
will be used to support monitoring and forecasting over Europe.
SENTINEL-6
Scheduled launch date: 2020
Sentinel-6 carries a radar altimeter to provide high-precision and timely observations of the topography of the
global ocean. This mission builds on heritage from the Jason series of ocean topography satellites and from
ESA's CryoSat mission. Importantly, this new mission is designed to complement ocean information from
Sentinel-3.
SENTINEL-5
Scheduled launch date: 2021
Sentinel-5 is dedicated to air quality monitoring. The Sentinel-5 UVNS instrument is a spectrometer carried
aboard the MetOp Second Generation satellites. The mission aims to provide continuous monitoring of the
composition of the Earth's atmosphere. It provides wide-swath, global coverage data to monitor air quality
around the world.

NASA MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
DEEP SPACE ATOMIC CLOCK
Scheduled launch date: 2018
The Deep Space Atomic Clock, or DSAC, is a technology demonstration of a small, ultra-precise, mercury-ion
atomic clock, which will be launched into Earth orbit to test its potential as a next-generation tool for spacecraft
navigation, radio science and global positioning systems. The technology is designed to improve navigation of
spacecraft and enable collection of more data with better precision.
MID-INFRARED INSTRUMENT
Scheduled launch date: 2018
the Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is a NASA observatory designed to settle essential
questions in the areas of dark energy, exoplanets, and infrared astrophysics. The telescope has a primary mirror
that is 2.4 meters in diameter (7.9 feet), and is the same size as the Hubble Space Telescope's primary mirror.
WFIRST will have two instruments, the Wide Field Instrument, and the Coronagraph Instrument.
COLD ATOM LABORATORY
Scheduled launch date: 2018
A facility designed to fly aboard the International Space Station, the Cold Atom Laboratory, or CAL, will make
use the space station's unique microgravity environment to observe quantum phenomena that would
otherwise be undetectable from Earth. The laboratory will be available for use by multiple scientific
investigators and is designed to be maintained on orbit.
EUCLID
Scheduled launch date: 2020
Euclid, a planned mission to investigate the profound cosmic mysteries of dark matter and dark energy, has
passed its preliminary design review. This clears the way for construction to begin. Euclid is a European Space
Agency mission with important contributions from NASA, including infrared detectors for one instrument and
science and data analysis.
WIDE FIELD INFRARED SURVEY TELESCOPE
Scheduled launch date: 2020
the Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST) is a NASA observatory designed to settle essential
questions in the areas of dark energy, exoplanets, and infrared astrophysics. The telescope has a primary mirror
that is 2.4 meters in diameter (7.9 feet), and is the same size as the Hubble Space Telescope's primary mirror.
WFIRST will have two instruments, the Wide Field Instrument, and the Coronagraph Instrument.

INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION MISSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT
GSAT-II
Scheduled launch date: 2018
GSAT-11 is a multi beam high throughput communication satellite operating in Ka and Ku-bands employing a
new bus. It provides 32 user beams in Ku-band and 8 gateway beams in Ka-band. The payload includes Ka x
Ku-band forward link transponders and Ku x Ka band return link transponders. The satellite is planned to be
launched by Ariane from Kourou, French Guiana in second half of 2018.
GSLV-F10/CHANDRAYAAN-2
Scheduled launch date: 2018
Chandrayaan-2, India's second mission to the Moon is a totally indigenous mission comprising of an Orbiter,
Lander and Rover. After reaching the 100 km lunar orbit, the Lander housing the Rover will separate from the
Orbiter. After a controlled descent, the Lander will soft land on the lunar surface at a specified site and deploy
a Rover. The instruments on the rover will observe the lunar surface and send back data.
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ESA Invitations to tender
REF

DESCRIPTION

AO8595

ARTES C&G - ENTRY - CALL FOR PROPOSALS

31/12/22

AO9090

INVESTING IN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION - INCUBED ANNOUNCEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY (APO)

31/12/21

AO9427

NAVIGATION INNOVATION SUPPORT PROGRAMME ELEMENT 3 ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY (AO)

28/12/21

AO9101

EO SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS EOEP-5 BLOCK 4

13/12/21

AO8927

NAVISP ELEMENT 2 - OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS

31/12/20

AO9305

OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSAL FOR IAP- ESA BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

30/12/20

AO9569

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) - 5GRONINGEN

30/12/20

AO9038

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: EXPERT: POST-ISS HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS CAPABILITY IN LEO

31/12/19

AO8872

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES

30/12/19

AO9072

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES - PART 2

18/12/19

AO8793

ARTES C&G - CALL FOR PROPOSALS

20/10/19

AO9294

INTERFERENCE RESILIENT VSAT SYSTEM FOR BROADBAND SERVICES (ARTES AT 7A.054)

11/01/19

AO9018

FRAMEWORK PROJECT IMPLEMENTING ESAS SUPPORT OF SPACE-RELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

31/12/18

AO9128

ARTES SCYLIGHT ROLLING WORK PLAN 2017

31/12/18

AO9207

ARTES CC - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY - WORKPLAN 2018 - EMITS / WEBSITE

31/12/18

AO8859

PERMANENTLY OPEN CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE HUNGARIAN INDUSTRY INCENTIVE SCHEME

31/12/18

AO7935

GSTP-6 ELEMENT 2: PERMANENT OPEN ANNOUNCEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY (AO) FOR MARKET-ORIENTED ACTIVITIES

31/12/18

AO5651

FRAME CONTRACT FOR MEDIUM SIZE INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS ON-ESTEC SITE, NOORDWIJK (NL)

28/12/18

AO9213

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NAVISP ELEMENT 1 2018 WORKPLAN WITH 12 ACTIVITIES

28/12/18

AO9497

MACHINE LEARNING AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (ARTES FPE 1A.104)

18/12/18

AO8947

HIGH THROUGHPUT SATELLITE (HTS) GATEWAY Q/V - BAND FEED ANTENNA (ARTES AT 6B.040 )

15/12/18

AO9284

DEMONSTRATOR FOR SATELLITE-SUPPORTED ECALL FOR MILLIONS OF VEHICLES (ARTES AT 3A.097)

12/12/18

AO9583

SWARM+ 4D DEEP EARTH: CORE

12/12/18

AO9271

COMPACT HIGH POWER LASER SOURCE FOR LOW EARTH ORBIT TO GROUND USE (ARTES AT 5C.353)

06/12/18

AO9280

MASSIVE-USER COMMUNICATION DEMONSTRATOR (ARTES AT 3C.016)

05/12/18

AO9454

TOTAL FACILITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES AT ESOC

03/12/18

AO9562

AO FOURTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES IN LATVIA

03/12/18

AO9567

AO : FOURTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES IN LITHUANIA

03/12/18

AO9560

BIOMASS DEM PRODUCT PROTOTYPE PROCESSOR - EXPRO PLUS

30/11/18

AO9273

PASSIVE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK FOR 1000-FIXED-BEAM-CLASS KA-BAND ACTIVE ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 5B.180)

30/11/18

AO9259

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR NEXT GENERATION OPTICAL INTER-SATELLITE LINKS (SCYLIGHT SL.002)

30/11/18

AO9558

EXPERT: HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENGINE FOR EXPLORATION PHASE 1

28/11/18

AO9556

EXPERT: ASSESSMENT OF THE FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS POTENTIALS OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES

28/11/18

AO9520

SSA P3-SWE-XIX - SMALLSAT MISSION STUDY

28/11/18

AO9246

ACCURATE G/T CHARACTERISATION OF Q-, V- AND W-BAND GROUND STATIONS (ARTES AT 6B.046)

28/11/18
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ESA Invitations to tender
REF

DESCRIPTION

END DATE

AO9584

FORESTSCAN

27/11/18

AO9248

MINIATURISED KA-BAND CIRCULATOR AND ISOLATOR (ARTES AT 5C.358)

27/11/18

AO9401

SSA P3-SST-XV - LASER RANGING SYSTEMS EVOLUTION STUDY

26/11/18

AO9545

SEN4STAT - SENTINELS FOR STATISTICS

26/11/18

AO9557

EXPERT: SAMPLE TRANSFER ARM BREADBOARD, LANDER EVALUATION (STABLE)

26/11/18

AO9577

SERVICING OF ESA LIBRARIES & PROVISION OF PORTFOLIO

26/11/18

AO9571

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING FOR FREQUENCY AND POLARIZATION SELECTIVE SURFACES - EXPRO+

26/11/18

AO9599

COMPACT HF-VHF TUBULAR DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA - EXPRO+

26/11/18

AO9359

RFI MITIGATION FOR L-BAND RADIOMETERS

23/11/18

AO9463

HIGHLY DISTRIBUTED SMALL GATEWAY ARCHITECTURES FOR VHTS APPLICATIONS (ARTES FPE 1B.123)

23/11/18

AO9407

SSA P3-NEO-XX FIREBALL CAMERA

22/11/18

AO9483

MOOC ATMOSPHERE - EXPRO+

21/11/18

AO9605

HERTZ POSITIONER UPGRADE

21/11/18

AO9458

HYBRID, GRATING-MOT + MAGNETIC CHIP TRAP, APPROACH TO COMPACT HF BEC PRODUCTION IN SPACE

21/11/18

AO9479

LAUNCH SOUND LEVEL REDUCTION - EXPRO PLUS

20/11/18

AO9290

RADIO-FREQUENCY (RF) FEEDS WITH INTEGRATED RF, MECHANICAL AND THERMAL FUNCTIONS (ARTES AT 5B.182)

20/11/18

AO9507

ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT DATA USING MODEL BASED DRIVEN DIAGNOSTICS (T709-503OS )

19/11/18

AO9437

LARGE UNFURLABLE REFLECTOR SURFACE ASSEMBLY FOR KA-BAND APPLICATIONS (ARTES AT 5B.169)

19/11/18

AO9514

SWARM+ COUPLING: HIGH-LOW ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS

19/11/18

AO9529

AUTHENTICATION OF GNSS SIGNALS BY RADIO SIGNAL FINGERPRINTING - EXPRO+

16/11/18

AO9313

HIGH SPECTRAL PURITY REFERENCE GENERATOR FOR FLEXIBLE LOCAL OSCILLATORS ( ARTES AT 5C.362)

16/11/18

AO9555

EXPERT: NARROW ANGLE CAMERA EM FOR MSR RENDEZVOUS

15/11/18

AO9506

NEW GENERATION COLD FINGERS FOR STIRLING CYCLE CRYOCOOLERS - EXPRO PLUS

15/11/18

AO9485

PHOTON-COUNTING SWIR 2D DETECTOR ARRAY - T712-404GS

14/11/18

AO9553

P3-SWE-XV: ENHANCED SOLAR WEATHER EVENT ANALYSIS

14/11/18

AO9291

HIGHLY INTEGRATED ACTIVE BEAM FORMING NETWORK FOR KA-BAND PHASED ARRAY ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 5B.179)

14/11/18

AO9586

DEFINITION OF FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR THE INTEGRATION AND TESTING OF SMALL SATELLITES IN ROMANIA

13/11/18

AO9541

PRODUCT ASSURANCE, QUALITY ASSURANCE AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT TO POLISH ENTITIES

13/11/18

AO9249

HANDOVER TECHNIQUES FOR IMPLEMENTING FIXED SATELLITE SERVICE INTERSATELLITE LINKS (ARTES AT 3A.092)

13/11/18

AO9579

MULTI-GNSS BIAS HANDLING FOR AMBIGUITY FIXING WITH A FOCUS ON PRECISE ORIBT DETERMINATION

12/11/18

AO9341

RADIATION HAZARDS AND SCENARIOS SYSTEM FOR HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT - EXPRO PLUS

12/11/18

AO9262

LOW LOSS WAVEGUIDES COVERING HIGH FREQUENCY BANDS (ARTES AT 5C.351)

12/11/18

Each month Space Industry Bulletin updates these pages with the latest ESA invitations to tender, taken from the emits pages of the ESA
website. You can visit the ESA website for the full list (http://emits.sso.esa.int/emits/owa/emits.main), or usual our simple ‘quick links’ facility
on the Space Industry Bulletin website at www.spaceindustrybulletin.com/tenders
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UK Space Agency spending data

Increasing the UK’s share
of the global space sector
A

s part of its transparency obligations,
at the end of July the UK Space
Agency published its annual report
and accounts for 2017-2018. In his statement,
chief executive Graham Turnock said UKSA
had driven growth in the space sector as part
of the Government’s Industrial Strategy.
Looking at how the UKSA spent its
budget, it can be broadly broken down as
£293.0m to the ESA, £66.2m to national
programmes, £30.7m to international
partnership programmes, £3.3m on the EU
exit strategy and £3.8m on admin. Clearly the
largest chunk of this money was to the ESA,
and the UKSA summarises its medium term
commitment of ESA contributions into eight
categories: manadatory activities (35%),
Earth observation (22%), human space flight
(14%), space transformation (0%), navigation (2%), technology and science support
(3%), telecom and integrated applications
(23%) and space situational awareness (1%).
The money spent on national programmes are summarised as: national
(£16.0m), Sabre (£11.5m), operational (£5.9),
NSTP (£5.3m), CEOI (£5.3m), Plato (£5.0m),
Spectrum (£4.0m), MicroCarb (£2.8m),
SMILE (£2.2m), SWOT (£2.0m), regulatory
reform (£1.9m), SLP (£1.7m), SSGP (£0.9m)
and education outreach (£0.9m). All other
spending activities accounted for £0.8m.

In 2017 the UK space industry was worth
timing needs are met in the future. Similarily,
around £15 billion a year in turnover, with
we are engaging proactively with stakeexports of £5.4 billion. “We remain committed
holders to understand the wider implications
to work with industry to increase the UK’s
of the EU exit so that we are well prepared to
share of the global space sector further,
review our strategy in light of the negotiated
aiming to reach 10% by 2030 (currently
outcome.
6.5%) while keeping this target under close
“We have overseen passage of the Space
scrutiny in the current changing environIndustry Act, the most modern piece of space
ment,” said Mr Turnock.
industry regulation anywhere in the world,
Discussing the activities of the past year,
enabling the first ever commercial space
he added: “We have continued our planning
launch from UK soil. This new regulatory
to prepare for EU Exit – we have set up
framework will make it possible for us to
dedicated
teams
to
support
the
compete in new segments of the space value
implementation of our EU Exit portfolio and
chain. ”
worked with stakeholders
LONG TERM EXPENDITURE TRENDS
from a range of government
departments and businesses to gather insights.
“Separately we have
established a task force,
drawing expertise from
across the space, engineering and security sectors
to develop options for an
independent satellite navigation system if we are unable
to secure an acceptable
future agreement on Galileo.
This work is intended to
ensure that the UK’s satellite
positioning, navigation and

STATEMENT OF NET EXPENDITURE, YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018
2017-18
(£000)

2016-17
(£000)

Income from operating activities

(1,871)

((1,484)

(398)

Total operating income

(1,871)

(1,484)

(398)

7,007

4,755

3,943

381,421

359,957

340,373

8,165

5,384

3,704

Staff costs
International subscriptions, grants and other funding
Technical contracts and contract management
Other operating expenditure

2015-16
(£000)

3,054

2,369

2,274

399,647

372,465

350,924

397,776

370,981

349,896

36,509

26,082

(20,372)

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of cash flow hedges

(29,912)

(46,457)

(65,899)

Total comprehensive net expenditure for the year ended 31 March 2018

404,373

350.516

263,625

Total expenditure

Net operating expenditure
Other comprehensive net expenditure
Items reclassified to net operating costs during the year:
Net gain/(loss) released on the disposal of cash flow hedges
Items which may be reclassified subsequently to net operating costs:
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UK SPACE AGENCY GRANTS/INVESTMENT, SEPTEMBER 2018
DATE

EXPENSE TYPE

TYPE

COMPANY

AMOUNT

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Geocento Ltd

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rheatech

70,028

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rheatech

472,826

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Spottitt Ltd

24/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

eOsphere

24/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Inmarsat Global

24/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rezatec

21/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

AVS Added Value Solutions UK

21/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Vivid Economics

14/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

186,004

14/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

40,637

14/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Reaction Engines

74,802

13/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

Geomatic Ventures

10,750

3,000

3,000
106,482
171,101
127,877
120,000
89,272

13/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

Geospatial Insight

16,671

13/09/18

R&D Other Goods/Services

Grant

NSSC Operations (National Space Centre)

3,660

13/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rothamsted Research

13/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rothamsted Research

73,507

13/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rothamsted Research

207,629

12/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Inmarsat Global

178,836

12/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Inmarsat Global

108,124

157,941

12/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Lacuna Space

3,000

12/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Grant

Rheatech

3,000

10/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

City Science Corporation

20,300

07/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

Winning Moves

38,250

06/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

Ambiental Environmental Assessment

13,832

06/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

CGG Services (UK)

13,000

06/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

Grant

Energeo

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

Satellite Applications Catapult

274,787

24/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

Vendor

HR Wallingford

201,170

5,013

14/09/18

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

University of Southampton

46,250

10/09/18

Capital Grants To Private Sector

Vendor

NPL Management

36,166

58,629

25/09/18

R&D Current Grants to Private Sector

WGA only

Natural Environment Researh Council

24/09/18

R&D Other Professional Services

WGA only

FCO Services

TOTAL

MONTHLY SPENDING ANALYSIS
As part of its transparency obligations, the UK Space Agency publishes
its spending report for each month. We strip out the employee
expenses, training costs, the costs of other professional services, costs
of contractors, etc, to look at the grants and funding awarded to private
businesses and universities.
Ambinetal Environmental Assessment continues to be a regular
recipient of grants from the UKSA, as do Inmarsat Global, Reaction
Engines, Rezatec and Rheatech. Indeed, September alone saw
Rheatech receive grants of over £545k. In addition, Rothamsted
Research received grants to the tune of £439k. Reaction Engines
received grants worth some £301k.

www.spaceindustrybulletin.com
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2,935,730

ROLLING 12 MONTHS
August 2018

7,592,231

July 2018

2,788,125

June 2018

2,603,365

May 2018

3,282,165

April 2018

4,544,749

March 2018

8,735,559

February 2018

3,792,526

January 2018

5,180,953

November 2017

3,091,980

October 2017

4,572,245
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NEWSPACE EUROPE
Breaking Barriers | November 27-28 | Luxembourg City

NewSpace Europe is the only annual space conference in Europe to focus solely on the NewSpace industry and the
economic opportunity of space. Hosted by the Luxembourg Space Agency in Luxembourg City, NewSpace Europe
2018 will center on the theme of “Breaking Barriers”, discussing ways current barriers are overcome in launch,
remote sensing, space-based economy, investment, and communications.
Through engaging conference sessions and unique networking opportunities, participants will have the opportunity to
discover and align with the people, technologies and ideas from across space and other diverse markets that are
shaping and leading the newspace industry.
Tuesday, November 27

Wednesday, November 28

9:00 am – 9:15 am
Opening remarks
Jeff Felge, chairman of the board, Space Frontier Foundation

9:00am – 9:15 am
Opening remarks
9:15 am – 10:00 am
Keynote: Steve Collar, CEO, SES

9:15 am – 10:00 am
Keynote

10:00 am – 10:30 am
Communications: Breaking Barriers
Lars Krogh Alminde, chief product and innovation officer,
GOMSpace

10:00 am – 10:30 am
Launch Industry: Breaking Barriers
Speaker: Jim Cantrell, CEO, Vector
10:30 am – 11:00 am
Launch Industry: Success Story
Sandy Tirtey, Director of Business Development (Australia) and
Launch Director, RocketLab
11:30 am – 12:30 pm
Launch Industry: Panel
Dennis Stone, Project Executive of Collaborations for Commercial
Space Capabilities, NASA JSC
Melisssa Thorpe, head of sector engagement, Spaceport Cornwall
Stella Guillen, vice president, sales and marketing, Arianespace

11:00 am – 11:30 am
Communications: Success Story
Ralph Ewig, CEO, Audacy Space
11:30 am – 12:30 pm
Communications: Panel
Mike Gleaves,
CTO and cofounder, Arralis
Patrick Biewer,
CEO, GovSat
Omar Qaise, founder &
CEO, OQ Technology

1:30 pm – 2:00 pm
Earth Obs/Data Analysis: Breaking Barriers
Peter Platzer, CEO, Spire
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm
Earth Obs/Data Analysis: Success Story
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Earth Obs/Data Analysis: Panel
Eric Destanik, CMO, SpaceChain
Matti Ekdahl, director, business development, IceEye
Alison Lowndes, artificial intelligence devrel, NVIDIA
Yasunori Yamazaki, brand manager, Axelspace
4:00 pm – 4:30 pm
Space Based Economy: Breaking Barriers
Bill Beyer, principal – defense and national security, Deloitte
4:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Space Based Economy: Success Story
Chris Cummins, COO, Nanoracks
5:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Space Based Economy: Panel
Bhavya Lal, research staff member, STPI
Kyle Acierno, general manager, iSpace Europe

1:30 pm – 2:00 pm
Investment: Breaking Barriers
Gareth Keane, Partner,
Promus Ventures
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Investment: Panel
Damien Garot, founder,
Jansky Partners
Carla Filotico, partner,
SpaceTec Partners
Ken Pentimonti, principal,
Paladin Capital
Frédéric Rombaut, partner,
Seraphim Capital
Shiva Dustdar, head of division
innovation finance advisory,
European Investment Bank

11:00 am – 12:30 pm
Towards a Lunar Economy:
Structural elements
Gary Martin, senior advisor,
Luxembourg Space Agency
Giuseppe Reibaldi, president,
Moon Village Association
Sebastian Straube, founder and
CEO, Interstellar Ventures
Tanja Masson-Zwaan,
cofounder, Hague Working Group
Mathias Link, director for
international affairs and
SpaceResources.lu, Luxembourg
Space Agency
1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Towards a Lunar Economy:
Commercial approaches
Gary Martin, senior advisor,
Luxembourg Space Agency
Jim Keravala, CEO, OffWorld
Kyle Acierno, managing director,
ispace Europe

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm
Closing Keynote
Alvaro Alonso, business development manager, Telespazio VEGA

6:00 pm – 6:30 pm
Closing Keynote
Clay Mowry, vice president – sales, marketing & customer
experience, Blue Origin

NewSpace Europe is
presented by

newspace-europe.spacefrontier.org

